I. INTRODUCTION
Ground-state densities and transition densities are of intrinsic interest and can be used to test nuclear models.
The most accurate probe of one-body densities is electron scattering. ' Transitions in even-even nuclei between the 0+ ground state and low-lying 2+ states are mainly C2, and they are primarily sensitive to the protons (the smaller E2 matrix elements are sensitive to both proton and neutron spin currents}. Hadronic probes, which are sensitive to both protons and neutrons, are needed to examine the non-spin-flip neutron transition densities. For example, the interaction for intermediate energy protons is almost isoscalar (i.e. , the projectile interacts almost equally with target protons and neutrons). ' way. Making use of this property, a test of distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) was made previously for 650 MeV protons for the self-conjugate T=O nuclei Mg, Si, and Ca. The results were in good agreement with experirnent.
The small disagreements between DWIA prediction and data can arise from several sources, such as channel coupling, medium modi6cations to the interaction, ' relativistic effects, " and inaccuracies in the effective interaction. The overall agreement between these DWIA calculations and experiment indicated that the cumulative effects of the approximation do not preclude the use of intermediate energy (p, p') for nuclear structure studies. Since non-spin-flip quantities are being examined, it is possible to use the Schrodinger equation with relativistic kinematics rather than Dirac equation phenomenology, since the differences occur primarily in the spin observables. "
For N&Z nuclei p&;(r) must be known to make calculations of (p, p') . ' A purely electromagnetic technique for obtaining the magnitude of the neutron transition multipole matrix element, M", from mirror transition rates, has been developed previously. ' For example, M" for the 0+~2~+ transition in Si equals Mp for the isosopin analog transition in S. It is also true that the neutron transition density in Si equals the proton transition density in S, though this is a much less useful constraint since the proton density in S is unknown. The relationship between the transition matrix elements and the transition densities is given by where L is the rnultipolarity of the transition. The radial shape of p&, (r) is not determined from the mirror method, so that a nuclear model must be utilized. However, the magnitude of p;"(r) is constrained by the mirror measurement of M". This constraint was used previously to make predictions in DWIA for 650 MeV (p, p') Fig. 4 terference. The shell model, however, using the absolute signs of Table I , actually predicts destructive interference. The minimum has the correct depth, although its predicted position is off by the largest amount; it is approximately 0.15 fm ' too small.
To calibrate the coupled-channel analysis and the interaction, a calculation was made of 650 MeV (p, p'} scattering to the ground, 2, +, and 4&+ states of Si. This is a particularly good test case because uncertainties in the nuclear structure can be minimized. Electron scattering on
Si has been performed previously, and a Fourier-Bessel analysis for the transition charge densities was made. Because Z =N for Si, it is a good approximation to assume the proton and neutron transition densities are equivalent. A Tassie model was assumed for the 2~+~4~+ transition density, with a transition matrix elernent given by the electromagnetic decay rate. Figure 6 
